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Department: Faculty of Economic Sciences 
Level: Undergraduate 

Course Type: Elective 

Language of instruction: English 

Instructor: Dr. Madina Karamysheva, E-mail: mkaramysheva@hse.ru, office number 4319 

 

 

Course Goals and Learning Objectives: 
The objective of this course is to provide the student with tools for empirical analysis of 

time series and to show how econometric models can be applied to empirical models in 

macroeconomics and finance. We first review basics of time series econometrics. Then, in 

more details we look at the VAR class of models, including VAR, VARX, VECM, GVAR, 

and its rather broad application to macroeconomics, including fiscal and monetary policy 

and some finance applications. After that we cover ARCH, GARCH with its application to 

value at risk and contagion. 

 

Course Prerequisites 
Linear Algebra, Probability Theory, Mathematical Analysis, Basic Econometrics 

 

Course Content: 
The order might change during the course 

 

1. Introduction/reviewing of time series econometrics 

(a) Time Series Data - Stochastic processes Stationary and Ergodic Processes 

(b) ARs, MAs and ARMA processes 

(c) Correlogram, forecasting, and lag length selection, Box-Jenkins approach 

 

2. Non-stationarity: trends (deterministic and stochastic) and unit root tests: 

consequences, detection, remedies, breaks 

 

3. ARIMA Processes, Trend-cycle decompositions (Beveridge-Nelson, Hodrik-Prescott) 

 

4. Multivariate Time Series Models. VAR 

(a) Description of VAR models (estimation, impulse responses, variance decomposition 

and forecasting) 

(b) Identification of VAR 

i. From VAR innovations to structural shocks 

ii. SVAR models: identification (short run, long run, sign restrictions) 

iii. Structural Shocks identified independently from VAR 

(c) Cointegration end Error Correction representation (ECM) 



(d) GVAR 

 

5. VAR applications 

(a) Finance. Log-linearized Models of Stock and Bond Returns 

(b) Linearized Present Value models for Consumption 

(c) Macro. Model Evaluation of a Simple DSGE Model 

(d) Macro. Monetary policy 

(e) Macro. Fiscal policy 

 

6. Modeling the conditional variance (ARCH, GARCH, Multivariate GARCH) 

(a) GARCH application: 

i. Value at Risk 

ii. Contagion 

 

Course Reading Material: 
 Lecture notes/slides in pdf format 

 Main Text Books: 

1. Enders, Applied Econometric Time Series, John Wiley & Sons, 2010 

 

 Additional Text Books: 

1. Stock and Watson, Introduction to Econometrics, Addison-Wesley, 2007  

2. Favero, Carlo A. Applied macroeconometrics. Oxford University Press on Demand,2001. 

http://proxylibrary.hse.ru:2048/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true

&db=bth&AN=12093157&site=eds-live 

3. Hamilton, James, Time Series Analysis, Princeton University Press, 1994  

http://bvbr.bib-

bvb.de:8991/F?func=service&doc%5Flibrary=BVB01&doc%5Fnumber=006431105&line%5Fn

umber=0002&func%5Fcode=DB%5FRECORDS&service%5Ftype=MEDIA 

http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/prin031/93004958.html 

 

 Journal articles 

1. Cochrane, 1994. "Permanent and Transitory Components of GNP and Stock 

Prices" The Quarterly Journal of Economics, vol. 109(1), pp. 241-65. 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2118434  

2. Baxter & King, 1999, "Measuring Business Cycles: Approximate Band-Pass 

Filters For Economic Time Series" The Review of Economics and Statistics, 

vol. 81(4), pp. 575-593  

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2646708 

3. Hansen, B., \The New Econometrics of Structural Change", JEP 2001 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/2696520 

4. Sims, Christopher A., James H. Stock, and Mark W. Watson. "Inference in 

linear time series models with some unit roots." Econometrica: Journal of 

the Econometric Society (1990): 113-144. https://www.jstor.org/stable/2938337 

 

Grading 
Grade will be based on home assignments 30%, midterm test 35% (only if the grade is higher 

than final), final test 35 % (if the grade of midterm is higher than the final grade) and 70% 

other wise. 

 

One might choose to substitute exam with term paper. Term paper is an individual 

http://proxylibrary.hse.ru:2048/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bth&AN=12093157&site=eds-live
http://proxylibrary.hse.ru:2048/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bth&AN=12093157&site=eds-live
http://bvbr.bib-bvb.de:8991/F?func=service&doc%5Flibrary=BVB01&doc%5Fnumber=006431105&line%5Fnumber=0002&func%5Fcode=DB%5FRECORDS&service%5Ftype=MEDIA
http://bvbr.bib-bvb.de:8991/F?func=service&doc%5Flibrary=BVB01&doc%5Fnumber=006431105&line%5Fnumber=0002&func%5Fcode=DB%5FRECORDS&service%5Ftype=MEDIA
http://bvbr.bib-bvb.de:8991/F?func=service&doc%5Flibrary=BVB01&doc%5Fnumber=006431105&line%5Fnumber=0002&func%5Fcode=DB%5FRECORDS&service%5Ftype=MEDIA
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/toc/prin031/93004958.html
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2118434
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2646708
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2696520
https://www.jstor.org/stable/2938337


project and should include replication of the paper plus some improvements. (For example, 

replicate the paper of Mertens and Ravn, 2012 + do this procedure also for both taxes 

and government expenditures). As a result of your work you should provide a term paper 

+ replication _les with instructions. Since term paper is a time consuming task, you are 

strongly recommended to make you choice before the midterm. This option does not exempt 

you from attending the lectures, seminars. 

Please keep in mind that if a student receives a failing grade for a course, he or she gets 

two chances for a make-up. The first make up is usually a retake. This make-up is graded 

by the course instructor. The second make-up is graded by a committee consisting of three 

or more members, including the course instructor. 

 

Special Equipment and Software Support  
 

The following software programs from local HSE network (by contract) will be used in class: 

Microsoft Windows 7 Professional RUS or 

Microsoft Windows 10 or 

Microsoft Windows 8.1 Professional RUS  

 

and R (free distribution). 

 

 


